Salpido Warrior M88 DJ Headphone

Salpido Duro T11 Stereo Headset with Microphone

1 Year Local Supplier Warranty
Stereo Headset with Microphone
Wired Volume and Bass Remote Control
Ideal for PC, MP3, Smartphones, Gadget, etc
Crystal Clear Sound
Cyber Series

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Base price with tax: RM 57.00
Price with discount: RM 23.21
Sales price: RM 24.60
Discount: RM -32.40
Tax amount: RM 1.39

Ask a question about this product

Product details of Salpido Duro T11 Stereo Headset with Microphone

Description

Enjoy great immersive sound with the Salpido Warrior M88 DJ Headphone. This headset is the ideal choice for all things audio such as listening to music, having a video call, or online gaming. Plus the headset also comes in an attractive design and finish.
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Audio Quality
The Duro T11 Stereo Headset has great sound quality when it comes to music and voice chatting online. The headset 40mm speaker drivers gives you crisp trebles and heart beating bass, perfect for all your favorite tunes. Furthermore, the omni directional microphone picks up your voice clearly and loudly so whoever you communicate with can always hear what
you say.
Design The headset’s durable design not only looks good but fits onto your ears comfortably so you can keep using even for long hours.
The Salpido Duro T11 Stereo Headset applies to requirements of demanding broadcast applications for studio or outside productions. The headset is lightweight, provides extra soft ear cushions and headband padding for outstanding wearing comfort even during long production days.
Headset is provided with a dynamic hyper-cardioid patterned microphone. The microphone features excellent acoustic performance a reliable noise suppression and has a shock mounted capsule for absorbing structure born noise. The short flexible part of the boom guarantees right positioning of microphone. Headset is designed for use in loud environment.
Specification:
Speaker Dimension: Ø40mm
Impedance: 32?
Sensitivity: 105dB S.P.L at 1KHz
Frequency Response: 20Hz-20,000Hz
Rated Power: 15mW
Power Capability: 150mW
Cable Length: 2.4±0.15M
Microphone Section Plug Type: Ø3.5 Stereo
Microphone Unit: Ø6 x 2.7mm
Microphonet Directivity: Omnidirectional
Sensitivity: -58±3dB
Frequency Response: 30Hz-16,000Hz
Features:

Standard Operating voltage: 3V

Lightweight with extra soft cushions for excellent wearing comfort
Accurate and linear sound reproduction for professional Radio and TV applications
Microphone provides audio transmission in broadcast quality
Reliable performance over long lifetime for safe investment
Swiveling ear cap for single sided listening
Modular concept of different cables and cushions for highest flexibility

* The Salpido Range of Speaker are not include in 7 Days Satisfactory Guarantee program

Package Content:
1 x Salpido Duro T11 Stereo Headset

Units in box: 1

Reviews
There are yet no reviews for this product.
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